For Immediate Release

TAN SRI LIM HOCK SAN RECEIVES NATIONAL OUTSTANDING
ENTREPRENEURS LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
____________________________________________________________
Petaling Jaya, 21 April 2022 – LBS Bina Group Berhad (“LBS” or the “Group”) is pleased to
announce that its Executive Chairman, Tan Sri Lim Hock San received the National
Outstanding Entrepreneurs Lifetime Achievement Award (“Award”) from KSI Strategic Institute
for Asia Pacific. This is in recognition of Tan Sri Lim’s significant contributions to the country,
society, and business community.

The Award was conferred by the Minister of Domestic Trade and Consumer Affairs, YB Dato
Sri Alexander Nanta Linggi at a special business awards gala dinner held at the
InterContinental Kuala Lumpur yesterday.

Following the receipt of the Award, Tan Sri Lim joins a list of distinguished past recipients who
include Datuk Tee Eng Ho, Executive Chairman of Eastern & Oriental Bhd and Non-Executive
Chairman of Kerjaya Prospek Group Berhad, Tan Sri Danny Tan, Group Executive Vice
Chairman of Tropicana Corporation Bhd and Sr Mohd Salem Kailany, President/CEO of UDA
Holdings.
Commenting on the award, Tan Sri Lim said, “I am extremely honoured and humbled to
receive such a highly acclaimed award. It has not been an easy two years but I am pleased to
have navigated LBS through this challenging pandemic. This award is in fact a recognition to
the whole LBS team for their hard work and dedication, which is evident by LBS having
achieved its highest ever revenue in 2021. It goes without saying that I could not have done it
without them. We will continue to remain focused and strive hard to bring LBS to greater
heights. Ultimately, enhancing shareholders’ value is our main objective.”

-End-

About LBS Bina Group Berhad
LBS Bina Group Berhad (“LBS”), an internationally recognized developer with a vision for building and
inspiring delightful spaces, is a renowned township developer that has amassed numerous awards
through their various developments. By placing people at the heart of their approach, LBS has been
building and shaping the nation’s landscape for over 30 years while continuing to meet the market
demands for quality and affordable homes.

The continued success of LBS is attributed to the leadership of Executive Chairman, Tan Sri Lim Hock
San. In recognition of his leadership, Tan Sri Lim was named as the Property Man of the Year by
Malaysia Property Award (formerly known as FIABCI Malaysia Property Awards of Distinction or FIABCI
Malaysia Awards of Distinction) in 2018, which is the gold standard for developers in the real estate
industry. Further recognition received was the “Oscar Award” in the property fraternity. The award was
in recognition of Tan Sri Lim’s perseverance and resilience over time within the industry, excellent
demonstration of strong leadership, deep industry knowledge and impeccable values of integrity and
responsibility.

To date, LBS with vast land banks spread across Malaysia, will continue to grow in stature and strength,
through replicating successful townships such as Bandar Saujana Putra to other parts of Selangor
including KITA @ Cybersouth in Dengkil, LBS Alam Perdana in Bandar Puncak Alam and so on. Beyond
property development, LBS is also venturing into retail management, hospitality and tourism.

For more information, visit https://lbs.com.my/.
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